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Ism Dameer ( ������� �	
 ) is known as Pronoun in English.  
Dameer literally means ‘a secret’ or ‘something hidden’. It is also used for the heart where things 
are kept secret and hidden. Ism Dameer is therefore that noun behind which another noun is hidden. 
It is placed in place of the actual noun in the sentence, and is therefore a ���	�� noun. 
For example: 

ρuδèθu #$!©%Ï“ü &rΡ“tΑt ΒÏz #$9¡¡ϑy$!Ï Βt$![    ]99:6[ 

 (���� - refers to Allah) 
Why Dameer: 
Compare the two passages: 

1. Zayd came. Zayd was very happy because today Zayd got Zayd’s result, and Zayd got good 
marks. 

2. Zayd came. He was very happy because he got his result, and he got good marks. 
 
If the Dameer is not used then the sentences become very long and that destroys the beauty of the 
speech.  

�mƒs=n#y ΒÏ. /tè÷‰ÏδÏΝö zy=ù#ì &rÊ|$ããθ#( #$9Á¢=nθ4οn    ]19:59[ 

(	��� - refers to many prophets) 
Dameer also give the benefit of encompassing more than one meaning - at times one pronoun may 
refer to more than one thing, so the speech is comprehensive containing multiple meanings at a 
time. For example: 

zy≈#Î$Ït ùÏ�κp$ ωŸ †äƒs�¤#ß ãtΖ÷γßΝã #$9øèy‹x#>Ü ρuωŸ δèΝö ƒãΖàs�ãρβt   ]3: 88[ 

( ه�   may refer to  ���� or ���) 
 

The two types of Dameer:  
There are two kinds of dameer used in the Arabic language: 
Ism Dameer Munfasil

 ωŸ †äƒs�¤#ß ãtΖ÷γßΝã #$9øèy‹x#>Ü ρuωŸ δèΝö ƒãΖàs�ãρβt   ]3: 88[ 

( ه�   may refer to  ���� or ���) 
 

The two types of Dameer:  
There are two kinds of dameer used in the Arabic language: 
Ism Dameer Munfasil (�����	���): Munfasil, is from fasala (������) which means to separate. Munfasil 

dameer is the pronoun that appears separately – it is detached. It is an individual word on its own. 

 ���–  ���– � ��	�– ������  

Ism Dameer Muttasil (�������): Muttasil is from wasala (���� ) which means to join. Muttasil dameer 

is the pronoun that is attached to another word. It does not appear on its own.   

�������	��� – �������� – �� �! – �"	������#�$ 
The three cases: Each of the two types of the dameer further have the following three cases: 
Marfoo’ (!�"�	���) 
Mansoob ( ��#���	� ) 

Majroor (� ��	$��) 



 

Summary:  
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Exercise 
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1. Mark the dameer in the following verses (There are at least 26 pronouns in these verses), How 

many can you find? 
 

uθèδ “Ï%©!$# Νä3s)n= yz  ÏiΒ &ÏÛ ¢ΟèO #|Ós% Wξy_ r& ( ×≅y_r&uρ ‘ ‡Κ|¡•Β …çνy‰ΨÏã ( ¢ΟèO óΟçFΡr& tβρç�tIôϑs? ∩⊄∪   

uθèδuρ ª! $# ’Îû ÏN≡uθ≈yϑ¡¡9$# ’Îûuρ ÇÚ ö‘F{$# ( ãΝn=÷ètƒ öΝä.§�Å™ öΝä.t�ôγy_uρ ãΝn=÷ètƒ uρ $tΒ tβθç7Å¡õ3 s? ∩⊂∪   $tΒuρ 

ΟÎγŠÏ?ù's? ô ÏiΒ 7πtƒ#u ô ÏiΒ ÏM≈tƒ#u öΝÍκÍh5u‘ �ωÎ) (#θçΡ%x. $pκ÷]tã tÅÊ Í�÷èãΒ ∩⊆∪   ô‰s)sù (#θç/¤‹x. Èd,ys ø9$$Î/ $£ϑs9 

öΝèδu!%y` ( t∃öθ|¡sù öΝÍκ/Ï?ù'tƒ (#àσ¯≈t6/Ρr& $tΒ (#θçΡ%x. ÏµÎ/ tβρâÌ“öκtJó¡o„ ∩∈∪     
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